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Total Vaccine deaths in UK: 2,207
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The March 2024 Referendum explained in 10 minutes and why you should vote No No





https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sYWeHmzJVh8/
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The C19 Shot Is 'the Biggest Biological Pharmaceutical Safety Disaster in the History of Mankind'

"Many tens of thousands, if not hundreds of thousands, and potentially millions of people have lost their lives with the vaccine," grieved Dr. McCullough.

"This will go down as the biggest biological pharmaceutical safety disaster in the history of mankind — by a mile. This will go down worse than most wars in terms of mortality."

Dr. Peter McCullough is one of the most published cardiologists ever in America and is now serving as the Chief Scientific Officer for The Wellness Company.



Report by World Council for Health referred to in the video. 
Download Report
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A doctor discusses the widespread horrific and deadly effects 
of the Covid Vaccine on large numbers of people.

 Click to play or right-click and save to 
 Download  10.7 Mb
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Col. Douglas MacGregor debunks the Ukrainian narrative including Zelenskyy’s recent remarks on a “preemptive nuclear strike", on whether Russia is losing the NATO war in Ukraine and the fate of Germany and Europe with it.
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Audio interview of Douglas MacGregor on debunking latest Ukrainian Myths
 





         






Dr Paul Thomas on the deadly effects of Covid vaccines
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TOP ARMY COLONEL: ‘PUPPET’ ZELENSKY PUTTING HIS PEOPLE AT ‘UNNECESSARY RISK’

  Download  20 Mb
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    Is the Gaza-Israel Fighting “A False Flag”? They Let it Happen? Their Objective Is “to Wipe Gaza Off the Map”?
      

   
international / anti-war / imperialism  Wednesday November 15, 2023 23:19 by anon 
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 Kibbutz Survivor tells all







 There is clear evidence that Israeli has for many years planned to drive all the Palestinians out of their former ancestral lands and to drive them out of Gaza and then later the West Bank. Their current openly stated plan is to drive the South towards Egypt and across the border.



Right now they are bombing indiscriminately all over the Gaza and particularly northern Gaza to destroy everything and drive the people Southwards. At the same time Netanyahu has been embroiled in charges of corruption and political scandal and Israeli society is pretty much divided over his attempts to strip the judicial system of its power and make them political appointees. 



So putting things in context, the whole idea that this was a surprise attack is extremely fishy and now evidence is pouring in to show that the whole thing has been orchestrated by sinister forces. The items below are collection of articles but the first is an of an interview of an Israeli settler who claimed the IDF/police were involved in the slaughter.





Related Links on Gaza coverage: 

“Massacred” vs “Left to Die”: Documenting Media Bias Against Palestinians Oct 7 - Nov 7  |
Israeli October 7 posterchild was killed by Israeli tank, eyewitnesses reveal | Haaretz (newspaper) confirms Grayzone reporting it dismissed as ‘conspiracy’ showing Israel killed own festivalgoers  | VIDEO: What really happened on October 7?  |
Netanyahu fired defense minister in July because he warned of a Hamas attack |
The Real Story About Al Shifa Hospital, Hamas and Israel |
Israeli War Crimes and Propaganda Follow US Blueprint |
Silence Is Complicity: The Methodical Shooting of Boys at Work in Gaza by Snipers of the Israeli Occupation Force |
Video: “Justified Vengeance” and The History of Israeli “False Flags”(2001-2023): Palestine Portrayed as “The Aggressor” |
Video: “Wiping Gaza Off The Map”: Big Money Agenda. Confiscating Palestine’s Maritime Natural Gas Reserves |
https://ElectronicIntifada.net/ |
https://IsraelPalestineNews.org  |
International Middle East Media Center https://imemc.org/ 
Press TV


https://www.globalresearch.ca/is-the-gaza-israel-fighting-a-false-flag-they-let-it-happen-their-objective-is-to-wipe-gaza-off-the-map/5835310



Full Story & Comments >>
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    Europe is Committing Economic Suicide due to Sanctions and We Are All going to Suffer Badly for It
      

   
national / politics / elections  Sunday August 28, 2022 21:14 by T 
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 BASF chemical plant threatened by gas & oil shortages








 
Europe is committing economic suicide all because they are doing the bidding of US Neocons by imposing ridiculous sanctions against Russia which are doing far more damage to Europe and very little to Russia. They are equivalent to threatening to shoot yourself in both feet and the head and then going ahead and doing it. It is a completely idiotic and absurd situation that Europe has arrived in. We are already seeing the initial consequences in the form of fuel price rises and inflation.


The sanctions have actually done three things. They have strengthened Russia's finances and independence, they have accelerated the destruction of the dollar and all fiat currencies connected to it and they are dealing an economc death blow to Europe's economy. By refusing Russian gas it has led to soaring prices and there is no viable alternative to replace the huge quantities of it. Gas is not just used for heating but also for generating base load electrical power. And Russian oil is used to supply a large chunk of the diesel fuel used in Europe and literally everything we buy and do, needs diesel. Diesel is the life blood of the real physical world. Any disruption there and we will all feel it very directly very quickly.



Related Links: 
Germany’s energy suicide: an autopsy |
No Fuels for Europe |
Europe Fails with German Help |
 Germany Industry Gas Rationing Plan would Cripple Economy |
Will Europe go down to Defeact Before Ukraine |
Meet the New, Resource-Based Global Reserve Currency |
The conflict in Ukraine is precipitating the end of Western domination | 
Currencies Will Fail



The Irish government are fully aware of the potentially dire consequences of these reckless decisions because they have made it known that they have emergency plans for fuel rationing. Unfortunately it seems the public don't fully realize the scale of the pending crisis and that it is all caused by war-mongering and the belligerent actions of US & NATO cheered on by our own clueless politicians. It is quite clear that every government and institution is captured by sinister elements and those in key positions of power and influence have either been bought off or blackmailed. This was all very evident during Covid, when we saw how governments moved in lockstep to a single script, orchestrated by the totalitarian forces in the background. The Epstein revelations gave the public an insight into the extent and depth of blackmail and how it reached the highest echelons of society.

 

 
Effects of Sanctions Begin to Kick In on European Economy

Sept 2022

Ireland: Bord Gas says gas prices to go up 39%. Similar price increases for electricity. 

 Businesses like small supermarkets around the country reporting electric bills tripling in price


Europe
BREAKING: 40 CEOs of European metal producers have wrote an open letter to Ursula von der Leyen and the European Commission warning of an "existential threat" to industry as power prices surge.


 The European metals industry has called on the EU for emergency action to prevent a collapse of the sector which faces an existential threat from surging power and gas prices. In a letter to the top EU officials, including European Commission President Ursula Von der Leyen, the European metals industry association Eurometaux wrote that “the business leaders of Europe’s non-ferrous metals industry are writing together to raise the alarm about Europe’s worsening energy crisis and its existential threat to our future.” As much as 50% of the EU’s aluminum and zinc capacity has already been forced offline due to the power crisis, Eurometaux said in the letter. Significant curtailments have also been made in silicon and ferroalloys production, and further impacts felt across the copper and nickel sectors, the association added. 



The world's largest steel group, ArcelorMittal, is temporarily shutting down two plants in Germany due to high energy costs . From the end of September, the group will shut down one of the two blast furnaces at the flat steel site in Bremen until further notice, the company announced on Friday. In the Hamburg long steel mill, the direct reduction plant will also be shut down from the fourth quarter due to the current situation and the negative prospects. Both plants already have short-time work, which is now being expanded. There is also short-time work at the production sites in Duisburg and Eisenhüttenstadt.



will be updated as sanctions bite deeper






Full Story & Comments >>
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    Risk Of Flying Has Dramatically Gone Up Because Pilots Are Having Heart Attacks After The Covid Vaccine
      

   
international / public consultation / irish social forum   Saturday April 30, 2022 01:48 by T 
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 Flying this summer?





The dangerous Covid vaccines are not only causing death and injury amongst the general population but they are also affecting that special group of people who perhaps once or twice a year many people entrust their lives to and they are commercial airline pilots. For decades the safety of air travel has continuously increased until 2021. Pilots undergo rigorous medical testing and screening so as to reduce the slightest risk that a pilot might fall ill while flying. In 2021 common sense and consent were thrown out the window along with any concerns of safety and as a consequence the flying public are now at greatly increased risk and it is time people are made aware of of this.


Related Links:
US Army Surgeon Taken Off Her Job After Reporting Pilot Vaccine Injuries  (“In one morning I had to ground 3 out of 3 pilots due to vaccine injuries”)
Commercial Airline Pilot Develops Brain Swelling and Can No Longer Fly Following Pfizer Vaccine |

(“I’ve had 6 spinal taps over 8 months to monitor my intracranial pressure. I don’t know if I’ll ever be able to fly an airplane again.”)



(Oct 2021) VAXXED Delta Pilot DIES IN-FLIGHT, Emergency Landing Required |
Qantas Pilot Graham Hood Shares His Story With Charlie Ward - Part 1 |

Are Over 100 dead US airline pilots trying to send us a message about vaccine safety? |
(Jun 2021) Pilot details how he nearly blacked out whilst flying and is no longer fit to fly due to adverse reaction to the Covid Vaccine

(Rumours are circulating that the Covid-19 vaccines are to blame for the recent deaths of four British Airways pilots within days of each other....)






Full Story & Comments >>
  [image: text] 5 comments (last - sunday november 27, 2022 00:31)   [image: image] 2 images   [image: video] 4 video files   [image: audio] 1 audio file 







      
    Why The Sudden Outrage ?
      

   
international / anti-war / imperialism  Monday February 28, 2022 23:55 by Gary Jordan 
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Wag the Dog? 


With every major crisis - be it a fake pandemic or a manufactured war - comes further confirmation that the average man or woman on the street is hypnotised and has long lost the ability to think critically.


Without taking as much as 30 seconds to step out from the real-time MK Ultra mind-control projects of social media, the vast majority are jumping headfirst into MSM-driven emotionally-charged dialectics and reductive good-versus-evil narratives.






Links: 
Pfizer & Moderna Investors Run for the Exits  and  here  
Credit Suisse revelations: The rot of the financial oligarchy and its banking system and  here  


 Russia is bad:  See all of mainstream media 

 Ukraine is bad: http://theSaker.is/latest-articles/ | 
https://www.MoonOfAlabama.org/



https://waketfupweekly.substack.com/p/why-the-sudden-outrage?utm_source=url



Full Story & Comments >>
  [image: text] 4 comments (last - thursday january 26, 2023 19:14)   [image: image] 3 images   [image: video] 1 video file 







      
    Urgent Challenge To NPHET’’s Recommendation On Face Masks For Children
      

   
national / health / disability issues  Tuesday November 30, 2021 23:54 by Lawyers For Justice Ireland 



Update: Finally as of Monday Feb 28th the mask mandate is now gone from all shops, schools, pubs, restaurants, hotels and all settings except medical establishments.



[image: featured image]
 School Strike -No Mask Mandates







 Once again the country is plunging itself into absurdities and diving deeper into insanity for the government is no less than bringing in mandates for healthy children to wear masks all day long in school. It is the most insane measure yet, and it so wrong on so many fronts. The worst part is that many parents will follow these guidelines which is both physically and mentally damaging to their own kids, but the ground work has already been put in to allow this for we have had 22 months of endless 24x7 fear mongering, lies and deceit from the government and media over the pandemic that never was for it was all best on lying by statistics.



However there are many parents who are rightly concerned and they have contacted the group LawyersForJustice for advice who have issued a response that we have reproduced here. In the meantime, the mask mandate is clearly to prepare the ground for vaccination of kids because the psychologists who work for the government creating the spin and narrative have figured if you can persuade parents to do something as inhumane and criminally insane as masking your children, then it is but a small step to give them the clot-shot for a disease which is never going to kill them but has an excellent chance of causing all sorts of adverse reactions from heart problems to neurological ones to death.





 Links to Campaigns:
https://twitter.com/TeenHeard -TeenHeard on Twitter | https://TeenHeard.ie/ -Website Or | https://t.me/joinchat/COSJTHOBG20zNjEO - Help End Masks in School Telegram Channel. You need to download the Telegram App to join. Can be contacted at: teenheard@protonmail.com | https://infto.ie/ -See the Nurses Testimonies from the Irish Nurses for Transparency and Openness 


Research and videos of detrimental side effects of mask wearing: 

Irish Teachers discuss masks testing and the wellbeing of pupils https://fb.watch/9pdDxVpLRK/ | The New England Journal of Medicine - Mask research https://www.nejm.org/doi/full/10.1056/NEJMc2026670?query=Jr/ Bob | https://clinmedjournals.org/articles/jide/journal-of-infectious-diseases-and-epidemiology-jide-6-130.php?jid=jide | https://www.lifesitenews.com/opinion/study-shows-how-masks-are-harming-children/ | https://principia-scientific.com/new-study-finds-covid-masks-harm-schoolchildrens-physical-mental-health/ | https://healthpolicy.usc.edu/article/mandatory-masking-of-school-children-is-a-bad-idea/

List of 30 studies showing face masks are useless against COVID-19
https://www.medrxiv.org/content/10.1101/2021.05.18.21257385v1.full-text | https://swprs.org/face-masks-evidence/ | https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/29395560/ | https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/32590322/ | https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/15340662/ | https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/26579222/ | https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/31159777/ | https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC4420971/ | https://www.medrxiv.org/content/10.1101/2020.04.01.20049528v1 | https://www.medrxiv.org/content/10.1101/2020.03.30.20047217v2 | https://www.nejm.org/doi/full/10.1056/NEJMp2006372 | https://jamanetwork.com/journals/jama/fullarticle/2749214 | https://www.cmaj.ca/content/188/8/567 | https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC5779801/ | https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/19216002/ | https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC4420971/ | https://academic.oup.com/cid/article/65/11/1934/4068747 | https://www.jstage.jst.go.jp/article/bio/23/2/23_61/_pdf/-char/en | https://link.springer.com/article/10.1007/BF01658736 | https://www.journalofhospitalinfection.com/article/0195-6701(91)90148-2/pdf90148-2/pdf) | https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC2493952/pdf/annrcse01509-0009.pdf | https://web.archive.org/web/20200717141836/https://www.cidrap.umn.edu/news-perspective/2020/04/commentary-masks-all-covid-19-not-based-sound-data | https://www.nap.edu/catalog/25776/rapid-expert-consultation-on-the-effectiveness-of-fabric-masks-for-the-covid-19-pandemic-april-8-2020 | https://www.nap.edu/read/25776/chapter/1#6 | https://wwwnc.cdc.gov/eid/article/26/5/19-0994_article | https://academic.oup.com/annweh/article/54/7/789/202744 | https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC6599448/ | https://www.acpjournals.org/doi/10.7326/M20-1342 | https://link.springer.com/article/10.1007/s00392-020-01704-y | https://clinmedjournals.org/articles/jide/journal-of-infectious-diseases-and-epidemiology-jide-6-130.php?jid=jide | https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/abs/pii/S1130147308702355 
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